equipment, improved quality of production, increased share of international trade, and faster economic growth. Enterprises were to be granted a greater role in income distribution. A gradual freeing of international trade was to expose domestic industries to stiffer competition from abroad and in turn make them more competitive in international markets. Inflation was to be controlled, multiple exchange rates abolished, and the dinar devalued.2
Unfortunately the high hopes for the reform did not materialize. Policy measures that accompanied the reform resulted in the surfacing of the deep-rooted structural imbalances in the economy. Administrative price increases for primary products, intended to achieve parity with the prices of manufactured goods, had a strong cost-push effect. Devaluation of the dinar reinforced these cost-push pressures. The subsequent inflation combined with the more open economy to affect the country's balance of payments adversely. The policymakers were frightened by the course of events and by 1968 the reform was abandoned. The failure of the reform produced a series of cycles around the underlying trend toward decentralization, cycles of liberalization, economic instability, ad hoc intervention, new forms of instability, and further liberalization.3 One of the reasons for these stop-go policies (to combat inflation and periodic balance of payments difficulties) is to be found in Yugoslav policy-making: An attempt to make self-management more meaningful at the micro level made short-term management much more difficult at the macro level. The expansion of the role of the market would have given individual enterprises greater control over many price decisions and most investment decisions. A predominantly oligopolistic market structure at home, however, combined with a high degree of trade protectionism, was not the ideal setup for the market to perform its allocative function. The problems that emerged during the reform and post-reform developments called for fresh changes in institutions: The Constitution of 1974 and the 1976 Law of Associated Labor laid the framework for new institutional arrangements.
Two legal instruments used for the purpose of organizing economic relations are social compacts and self-management agreements. Social compacts set out overall macroeconomic policies and are concluded by the assemblies of sociopolitical communities, and often by trade unions, economic chambers, and associations of enterprises. Self-management agreements regulate relations between economic organizations and serve as the basis on which microeconomic decisions are set out.
In the course of its development Yugoslavia, like most fast-growing developing economies, experienced difficulties with labor market performance. During economic development structural changes generated considerable imbalances in the labor market and revealed hidden unemployment. These imbalances and the dual nature of the labor market are perhaps more accentuated in Yugoslavia than in other developing countries. A standard division exists between the agricultural and nonagricultural markets, which, for all practical purposes, divide into private and social sector employment.4 This divi-sion is not clear-cut. A number of workers in the social sector have close ties with the rural (private) sector. These half-peasants-half-workers have attitudes towards work and income that are different from those of a typical urban worker who exclusively depends on "wages" for his existence.
The private agricultural sector is characterized by low productivity, low incomes, and a considerable amount of disguised unemployment. The social sector has (by standard indicators) consistently outperformed the private sector.5 Incomes of agricultural workers have been consistently well below those of the social sector workers (see table 1 ). Considerable regional differences in the level of economic development have made the Yugoslav labor market dual. The more-developed north has consistently outperformed the less-developed south (see table 2 ). After the 1965 reform the Yugoslav labor market acquired an additional dual dimension when the movement of labor across national boundaries became easier (see table 3 ).
A tolerably efficient labor market would generate three sets of flows. We should expect the transfer of labor from private to social sector employment, the transfer of labor from the south to the north, and a considerable exodus of workers for employment abroad whenever a net advantage could be realized by foreign employment, regardless of whether that person was employed or unemployed. The failure of the labor market to generate these flows results in the increase of the unemployment rate and the decrease of the growth rate of gross material product (GMP) (see table 4 ).
The accepted practice in Yugoslavia is to discuss problems of employment in relation to the social sector only. According to the latest population census, social sector employment accounted for 71.5 percent of total employment. Why should the other 28.5 percent be ignored? The narrower definition of employment (i.e. social sector employment) is inadequate because it does not account for agricultural workers in the private sector and other workers who do not fit the official status of the employed person. Therefore row 3 in table 4 should be a more meaningful measure of employment than would row 1, which is the one generally used. Unfortunately, our estimates of employment in private agriculture still have a serious shortcoming: they include disguised unemployment in that sector. If we wish to draw any useful message from this information we must eliminate disguised unemployment from our data, but this is not easy because of conceptual and method problems. A rough rule of thumb would put disguised unemployment at about 10 percent of the employed labor force. Many peasants work abroad. Even so, these numbers may be misleading and should be treated with caution.
The change of employment definition alters the magnitude of the unemployment rate. The gross unemployment rate is the ratio of unemployment to the sum of total employment and unemployment (row 5, table 4). Workers temporarily employed abroad cannot be ignored as if, by their ostensibly temporary departure, they cease to interest the analysts. Their inclusion among the unemployed, which is debatable but defensible,6 gives us the total unemployment rate (row 8, -1968, 202-1, 340, and 203-1, 358; for 1971: S.G.J.-1975, 203-1, 381, and 204-1, 398; for 1981 and 1984: S.G.J.-1985, 204-1, 458, and 205-1, 469 .
*Yugoslavia = 100.
The data reveal some interesting developments. Social sector employment grew between 1961 and 1984 at an annual rate of 3 percent, an impressive rate when compared with the performance of other OECD countries. Total employment growth rate, however, was only 0.25 percent because of a steady decline in private (read agricultural) employment (recorded decline was 3.9 percent a year). The presence of income differentials (table 1) combined with the employment benefits in the social sector and the attractiveness of urban life have all contributed to continuous transfer of labor from the private sector to the social sector. Therefore, the drive for industrialization was helped by the persistence of income differentials and extra benefits of social sector employment,7 which resulted in a partial removal of the disguised unemployment in agriculture while providing the fast-growing social sector with the labor it required.
Did not this relocation of labor, made possible through the policymakers' strong commitment to full employment and vigorous job creation in the social sector, in effect, transfer disguised unemployment from agriculture to other sectors? Joze Mencinger's study suggests an affirmative answer to this question.8 Since it is extremely difficult to dismiss a worker once employed, a certain amount of disguised unemployment may be found not only in the private (agricultural) sector but also in the rest of the 7. The benefits of social sector employment are numerous: superior social status, the "social security" that means guaranteed salary, health insurance, pension funds, "self-management rights," the chance to get an apartment. If we are justified in our assumption that the decline in private employment represents the shedding of surplus labor in agriculture, the total employment growth rate should not alarm us; quite the contrary. Since productivity is considerably higher in the social sector than it is in the private sector, because of higher capital-to-labor ratios in the social sector, the transfer of labor from a low productivity sector to a high productivity sector raises overall labor productivity. This transfer results in the growth of personal incomes, and this growth results in increasing aggregate demand and further growth in employment. Such a transfer, therefore, turns out to be a stimulant to growth.
Since the transfer of labor from the private to the social sector was in response to the net economic advantage of social sector employment, income differentials should eventually decline because such a transfer would tend to reduce the productivity differential. In the period following the reform of 1965, however, the differential increased and this fact is usually attributed to the reform itself: nominal incomes of workers in the social sector increased threefold between 1964 and 1968.9 This increase was partly due to increased productivity and partly due to workers' voting for themselves a larger share of the enterprise's income."0 In such a situation the pressure to find employment in the social sector increased and large outflows of labor from agriculture followed.
How is a policymaker who is committed to full employment, and Yugoslavs (certainly before the reform of 1965) have been so disposed, to ensure in such a situation that the creation of new jobs in the social sector does not simply represent a transfer of disguised unemployment from agriculture to other sectors? It cannot be done. Employment creation, however, is attractive from a social point of view and has an added political advantage: a conservative, distrustful peasant who is reasonably independent and often difficult to manage is turned into a member of the urban working class.
The movement from the south to the north has not been as strong as the net advantage argument might suggest. Regional, linguistic, and social differences notwithstanding, the explanation is readily provided by the third dual characteristic of the labor market. If an individual decided to leave the home region, the net advantage of obtaining employment abroad was greater than it was in the Yugoslav north. While employment opportunities abroad were plentiful, the move into temporary employment abroad was preferable to a move within national borders.
Two points must be made here: First, employment maximization in such circumstances must have undesirable effects on overall productivity. ' Second, the transfer of workers into urban centers requires considerable nonproductive investment in housing, 9 . See Martin Schrenk, Cyrus Ardalan, and Nawal A. El Tatawi, Yugoslavia: Selflmanagement Socialism-Challenges of Development, A World Bank Country Economic Report (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1979), 247.
10. As mentioned earlier, higher productivity in the social sector is the result of higher capital-to-labor ratio in this sector. In distributing income, a fair share should go to capital. When decisions on distribution are made by workers, however, they often appropriate for themselves a part of the capital's share: the high rate of write-offs (otpisanost) of the existing capital stock in the Yugoslav economy illustrates this tendency.
11. At the microlevel the low productivity of a marginal worker may, through demonstration effect, adversely influence the productivity of other workers. 1956-1966 1966-1976 1976-1984 Employment growth and its effects on the overall performance of the economy cannot be appropriately evaluated from the data presented here. What can be said, however, is that in terms of creating new jobs (wherever they may be) the Yugoslav performance cannot be judged a great success. 2 Certainly surplus labor in agriculture had to be provided with productive jobs elsewhere, but more than 700,000 Yugoslav workers found employment abroad and nearly half of these were recruited from the private agricultural sector.
These developments generated two immediate and substantial benefits. The problem of unemployment at home was "solved," while the workers' remittances became the main source of the surplus in the balance of current transfers.'3 Indeed, were it not for employment opportunities abroad, the ability of the Yugoslav economy to generate modern employment would be seen as at best a qualified success. We must look into the reasons for a sluggish employment growth in Yugoslavia over the last two decades.
The period following the reform of 1965 is characterized by a slowdown in employment growth, an increase in unemployment growth, and the exodus of Yugoslavs. '4 In 1966, 427 ,000 Yugoslav workers were either registered as unemployed at home or worked abroad. By 1976, 1,360,000 Yugoslavs were in the same category and represented 14.5 percent of the total labor force in that year (see table 5 ).
The numbers are self-explanatory. Employment growth worsened in the mid-1960s and the situation has not changed since then. Unemployment is on the increase and the smaller growth rate in the last period only illustrates what happens to the growth rates when the base figure (for calculations) is large enough. The migration rate has a correct sign in the last period that was due more to the host countries' unwillingness to receive additional workers (and sometimes to concerted efforts to be rid of them) than to Yugoslavs' change of mind about employment abroad.
12. The available analyses of the employment problem are invariably concerned with the performance of the social sector-and all is well there. It is the overall picture to which we address ourselves here.
13. Mate Babic and Emil Primorac, "Some Causes of the Growth of the Yugoslav External Debt," Soviet Studies, January 1986, 77.
14. The number of Yugoslavs temporarily employed abroad before 1965 was negligible. The decline of employment growth rates appears to coincide with the institutional changes in the mid-1960s, however. Did the reform of 1965 and "the introduction of self-management in earnest" affect employment growth?
If the objective function of the self-managed enterprise is the maximization of income for each present worker, then, in theory based on the static production function, such an income distribution will be realized when the average revenue product curve reaches its maximum. If the wage rate in the wealth-maximizing firm equaled the maximum income for each worker, both would produce the same output and employ the same number of workers. If the wage rate is less than the maximum income for each worker, divergence will occur: '5 The self-managed enterprise would produce less output and employ fewer workers. This possibility could point to one source that impeded employment growth in the short run.
If the self-managed enterprise were to limit employment in this way, their capital-tolabor ratio would be higher than it is in the case of the wealth-maximizing enterprise. As long as the self-managed enterprise can borrow funds for investment, production will be expanded by employing capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive techniques. 16 In addition, if the funds could be obtained at a negative interest rate (as was the case in Yugoslavia after 1965), the enterprise would invest more. The overvalued dinar (a policy followed in the 1970s), would make this tendency more pronounced.'7
Investment continued at a healthy pace (see table 6 ). The behavior of the capitalto-labor ratio should tell us if the employment policies of the Yugoslav enterprises changed significantly following the reform of 1965 (see table 7) .
Capital-to-labor ratios for the total economy have grown continuously over the whole period but hardly vary between the five-year periods. In the manufacturing and mining sector, similar long-term patterns emerge, with one notable exception. The ratio shows a noteworthy jump between the five-year period immediately preceding the reform of 1965 and the period immediately after. This increase supports the argument that the self-management system has exhibited a clear bias toward capital growth to the detriment of employment growth.
A. Sapir argues this case forcefully.'8 He recorded a 72 percent increase between the average capital-to-labor ratio for the 1955 -1965 and 1966-1975 periods. Such substantial changes are not in accord with Vinski's estimates.'9 Be this as it may, an increasing capital-to-labor ratio (about which there is no disagreement) will raise productivity of those employed and, in order to protect their (rising) income, they may be quite reluctant to acquiesce to employment expansion.
In another study, Ante Puljic20 examined this problem in his study of the effective use of hours worked between 1955 and 1974. His periods to illustrate two qualitatively different economic systems, however, the latter proved to be considerably less efficient in employment growth and effective use of hours worked. The persistence of net economic advantage, for those employed in the social sector or abroad, was responsible for the continuing transfer of labor from the private agricultural sector (through 1973) even though jobs at home were becoming scarcer. This arrangement was adversely affected by the 1973-1975 recession, however. The reversal in the labor outflow abroad, combined with the inflationary price shocks and macroeconomic turbulence of the last decade, adversely affected the labor market. On the one hand, supply pressures called for a quicker pace of job creation; on the other, demand conditions called for the slowdown. The main constraint in job creation has been Yugoslavia's balance of payments. If job creation is financed by borrowing, aggregate disposable income increases. Consumer expenditure on imports increases, while exporters find that their goods can be sold on the domestic market. Therefore, imports rise, exports fall, and the balance of payments deteriorates. If we are correct here, it is easy to appreciate the difficulties confronting the policymakers in their attempts to cope with the unemployment problem in the early 1980s, when the burden of servicing the debt reversed the current of events.
A growing number of job-seekers could do one of the following: drop out of the labor force (especially women), register as unemployed, or seek employment away from home (either elsewhere in Yugoslavia or abroad). In the remainder of this paper we shall deal with each alternative.
The time series for potential labor supply, including all men aged 15 to 66 and all women aged 15 to 60, shows an upward trend, as does the series for all persons who are employed or seeking employment.22 The actual labor supply (SA) decreased in absolute terms between 1965 and 1967, and then continued to grow at a slower rate than in the earlier years. The potential labor supply (SP), on the other hand, has continued to grow, but at a faster rate than the actual supply (S A). The increasing gap between series implies a fall in the participation rate (SA/SP). To what extent this decrease is a purely demographic effect, we cannot tell. Two additional factors, at any rate should be borne in mind. The downward trend may occur when an economy experiences above-average cyclical unemployment that then manifests itself through the, so-called, discouraged worker effect. Second, in an economy undergoing fast structural change an increasing tendency for labor displacement fuels the discouragement phenomenon. In any case, pressure from the supply side means added difficulties in employment creation.
Some evidence indicates that the fall in the participation rate was mainly due to a decrease in participation rates of young (ages 15 to 24) men and women, although between 1953 and 1971 participation rates for men fell in all age groups, while those for women over 25 increased in all age groups.24 These statistics indicate that some segments of the potential labor supply left the labor force because they could not obtain employment and that the pressures from the supply side will require an extra effort in employment creation.
The data show that the unemployment rate in Yugoslavia has been steadily rising over a period of twenty-four years. In the period following 1971, however, the trends changed sharply (see table 9 ). While the gross unemployment rate grew between 1961 and 1971 by 3.66 percent a year, between 1971 and 1984 the rate grew at 9.01 percent. The total unemployment rate started its rise earlier, however. The opening of borders in 1964 resulted in the outflow of workers abroad. This fact indirectly points out how useful a safety valve the emigration (ostensibly temporary) was in dealing with the unemployment problem in the second half of the 1960s.
The complete explanation of the unemployment problem is complex and out of the scope of this paper. We would like, however, to point to two aspects of the unemployment problem we consider important, namely, age distribution and regional distribution.
A relatively poor country with large amounts of disguised unemployment and a high overall birth rate25 is not able to provide enough places for all prospective job takers. The distribution of unemployed by age shows this quite clearly (see table 10 ). Constitutional arrangements in Yugoslavia guarantee each employed person the right to work, while other institutional arrangements make dismissals difficult. Therefore, institutional rigidities with regard to hiring and firing of workers make the labor market forces a rather blunt tool in the worker's self-managed economy. In practice, the burden is placed on the shoulders of those who are least responsible for the state of affairs and who are least capable of fending for themselves: namely, new entrants into the labor market, be they rural residents, women, or young workers.
In 1965 youth (those younger than 25) made up nearly 42 percent of the unemployed; in 1984, their share rose to 60 percent: an increase of 43 percent. To compute the contribution of the youth to rising total unemployment we must examine their participation in the labor force over time. The proportional contribution of the youth group to the change in the total unemployment rate is given by the following formula:
If, over a given period SA/Sp behaves precisely like Sp, actual labor supply depends on demographic factors, if not the participation rate requires explanation. Ut(Wt -wt-1) + wt(ut ut-I)
Ut-U I-t Ut-Ut-I U = total unemployment rate u = youth unemployment rate w = ratio of youth labor force to total labor force.26
The first term of the formula is the effect of changing weights, while the second term is the effect of the changing youth unemployment rate. Their net effect provides us with the contribution of the youth group to changes in the overall unemployment rate. Since labor force data are only available in the censal years we would be limited to only one calculation, between 1971 and 1981. Employment data, on the other hand, are not available by the age categories used here. Therefore we had to settle for the information pertaining to the age group known as omladina (up to 27 years of age).27 Data about youth employment and unemployment are, unfortunately, only available for five years (see table 11 ). These enable us to decompose contributions by young workers to the rise in total unemployment into two separate contributions: the contribution emanating from changes (if there are changes) in the group's share in the total labor force (wi), and the contribution emanating from rising unemployment (ui) within the youth group (see table 12 ).
The youth unemployment rate increased considerably during the 1970s. Therefore, we can write:
Yu, Awj Yw, Auj I = + , and for the ith group, contribution to the change in unemployment is,
when AwlAu; $ 0, the system of crossweights eliminates the unexplained residual:
.5[ul (w,-Wfl) + u,_l (wwf-l)] must be calculated, and Ut -Ut,I similarly for the change in weights. 21 (1987) . 27. This turn forced us to adjust the unemployment data to fit the same age group. We took twofifteenths of the unemployed from the age group 25 to 39 and added it to the youth group (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . This, we feel is a conservative estimate and the error, if it is an error, goes in favor of the young workers (omladina). cent. These two effects produced a positive unemployment effect of 78.1 percent and positive weight effect of 2.3 percent to give us the net (total) effect of more than 80 percent. Young workers, who accounted for slightly more than one-quarter of the total labor force in 1983, thus, were responsible for four-fifths of the rise in total unemployment between 1972 and 1983 . Between 1972 and 1978 their contribution was lower, at 60 percent, although the share in the labor force was higher (27.5 percent). In the latter part of the period 1978-1983, their contribution increased considerably despite the fact that their share in the total labor force decreased (note the negative weight effect). In fact, the net effect exceeded 100, that is unemployment for other age groups decreased over the same period.
When there are large differences in earnings, theory suggests there will be movement out of low-paid sectors (or areas) into high-paid. We observed earlier a rapid movement out of the agricultural sector. One would expect that the unemployed persons would have an added incentive to leave home in search of work. In our research period the developed north of Yugoslavia consistently shows lower unemployment rates under all definitions.9 Interrepublican migration, however, has been very low. D. Breznik estimated that the ratio of migrants to average population was 0.4 percent between 1961 and 1971.29 Interrepublican mobility was low because of social and cultural differences, which are important in this multinational entity, and, more importantly, past availability of employment abroad where incomes are higher. An average worker's wage in Germany, in the 1970s for example, was three times the Yugoslav average. The extent of this development can be seen when regional distribution of unemployment in the six constituent republics and two autonomous provinces is considered under all three definitions of the unemployment rate (see table 13 ). The difference between the standard and total unemployment rates shows to what extent temporary work abroad contributed to a short-term solution of the unemployment problem. We have our reservations about the long-term solution of the unemployment problem through mass emigration. Yugoslavia profited through workers' remittances exporting labor was more remunerative than the tourist trade but the costs are often neglected especially since most of them are not readily quantifiable.3"
The Yugoslav economy is beset with many serious difficulties: foreign debt is considerable, the balance of trade is still unsatisfactory, and import dependence for intermediate goods is quite annoying. Investment expenditures often do not (and may well continue not to) conform to efficiency criteria, inflation is rampant, and real incomes have been falling five years in succession.
The salient feature of the Yugoslav labor market is its dual nature. We addressed two aspects only, sectoral (social and private) and geographical (north and south), while attempting to throw some light on the age distribution of unemployment. This exercise shows that unemployment appears to be the most pressing problem in Yugoslavia today and, we believe, will remain so for some time to come. Unemployment has grown tremendously and its age distribution has been frightening. How does one explain to the 60 percent of the unemployed who were younger than 25 in 1984 that they will not be able to be productive members of the new workers' self-managed society'? When the workers who are temporarily employed abroad find that they are no longer required, what will they do'? One need not fear for those abroad who are successful professionals, enterprising owners of businesses, or qualified workers who are in short supply; but what will become of a semiskilled or unskilled worker who already finds it difficult to hold a job? What of all those now employed in Yugoslavia who may tomorrow, through technological change, find their present jobs have disappeared? There are no easy answers to these questions, but the questions demand answers. The Yugoslav labor market is a problem area where a great deal of work remains to be done. The work is necessary because the market does not function satisfactorily. Yugoslav economists and political scientists take pride in pointing out the "specificities" of their system, but the specificities of their labor market, it appears, are not taken seriously. For Yugoslavia to reach full employment by 1990, for example, two million more jobs than existed in 1986 would have to be created. To achieve this increase, the economy must grow by 5.4 percent a year. Such a high rate of growth 28. Croatia does not fit the pattern when the total unemployment rate is Llsed. Croatianis emigrate more than others, but that is a matter worth another paper.
29. Quoted in Schrenk, Ardalan, and El Tatawi, Yugoslavia: Self Management Socialism, 250. 30. See M. Babic and E. Primorac, "Benefits and Costs of Migration," Department of Economics, University of Windsor, Discussion Paper no. 27 and Ekonomski pregled, no. 11-12 (1975 implies further investment and borrowing abroad, while Yugoslavia is already experiencing difficulties in servicing the existing external debt. Responsible practitioners have been offering ad hoc solutions: Encourage agriculture; invest in labor intensive projects; encourage employment in the tertiary sector; change the educational system so supply matches demand better; encourage investment in less-developed areas; allow higher incomes (through social compacts) for those whose skills are in short supply; encourage savings; expand employment by creating more jobs; encourage the establishment of small factories in rural areas; encourage small private enterprises in the service sectors and agriculture. Ten suggestions-some are very reasonable, some not; all would be more impressive if they included a thoroughly reasoned argument why any particular course of action should be taken. Such an argument is usually lacking. Let us, by all means, make a shopping list, but let us decide on the menu before we decide what ingredients to buy.
We can be quite certain that there will be no quick solutions. Expansion of economic activity is a necessary condition for the creation of new jobs. Given the nature of expansion the question is will it create enough vacancies to match the unemployed men and women? Without a concerted effort the labor market, as we know it today, will not do the job alone. In other words, unemployment will not be eradicated in the near future, and whether it will be there for a long time to come depends on the choice of available alternatives.
